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I
Introduction
The advance of technology is knocking down barriers between
the different modes of communications in this country.' Wired and
wireless, cable and broadcast, telephony and cellular, the growing
number of available communications services has played havoc with
the established regulatory order.2 The telephone and cable industries
are at the forefront of a phenomenon referred to as "convergence." 3
These two industries are evolving towards a unified market of communication services that should more appropriately be called the data
transfer industry.4 The data transfer industry will eventually encompass all traditional communications services and new advanced services created by the advance of technology and investment. 5 The total
market for this industry has been estimated to encompass eventually a
trillion dollars annually.6
Digitization and interactivity are dramatic developments in the
advance of communications technology.7 The potential for five hun1. Bernard L. Peuto, On the Road to an All Digital World, MICROPROCESSOR REPORT, Aug. 1, 1994, at 12. Herb Brody, Seven Thinkers in Search of an Information Highway, TECHNOLOGY REVIEW, Aug. 1994, at 42. Ted Bunker, The Multimedia Infotainment

I-Way, LAN MAGAZINE, Oct. 1994, at 24.
2. Communications law in the United States is still primarily based on the Communications Act of 1934. Communications Act of 1934, ch. 652, 48 Stat. 1064 (1934) (current
version at 47 U.S.C. §§ 151-609 (1988)).
3. Convergence Is Real, INFO. WEEK, Aug. 1, 1994, at 58.
4. Data transfer describes the full range of information, entertainment, and communication services that will be provided by a single entity in a more open and competitive
communications environment. Whether these companies are carrying telephone conversations, transmitting movies to homes, or engaged in a more futuristic service, they will ultimately transfer data at the consumer's request.
This industry has the potential to become the most important American industry in
the next century. The move to this integrated market has only begun. Mary E. Thyfault,
It's Your Call-A Second Communications Revolution Will Offer Business True Freedom of
Choice, INFORMATION WEEK, Jan. 3, 1994, at 12.

5. Joseph Kraemer and Paul Travis, Behind the Convergence Buzz, INFO. WEEK, Nov.
29, 1993, at 50.
[The data transfer market] will be an environment where the difference between
telecommunications and cable companies will be difficult to discern. You're going to have a combination of telecommunications with an interactive video system. In most cities you'll end up with two competing interactive broadband
networks, both operated by some combination of what used to be a telephone
company and what used to be a cable company.
Id. (quoting Joseph Kraemer, Director of Telecommunications and Electronic Services at
Deloitte & Touche).
6. Id.
7. "Digitization" refers to the conversion of various forms of information to an easily
transferable binary code. Digitization also allows for compression which has greatly increased the carrying capacity of communications systems. While not an exact term, "inter-
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dred channel cable systems exists because of digitization and the car-

rying capacity of broadband networks. 8 With the conversion from
analog to digital standards, information can be transmitted via all
means of transport including cable, fiber optics, microwave, satellite,
and electromagnetic spectrum. This new flexibility in the transfer of
information is the key to versatility of an integrated data transfer
system.
The convergence of traditionally distinct communications media
brings the possibility of freer competition. A single provider could
serve the entire nation providing information services ranging from
high definition television to telephony to electronic mail using a mix
of technologies.9 Others could compete with their own mixture of
services and technologies.
Consider one scenario involving a local cable and a local telephone company. When both have wired a community with broadband
fiber optic cable and installed the equipment necessary for operation
at the end points of the network, both companies could compete for
the community's telephone and cable service, on a subscriber by subscriber basis. However, either company could also pursue a wireless
strategy involving cellular or PCS services, or a mixture of both to
provide telephone equivalent services. Both companies could also
employ wired and wireless platforms together to deliver all of its services in the most efficient manner. For example, a company could provide traditional cable services and operate a high definition broadcast

active" refers to communication that provides for real time, two-way use, like the
telephone. A fully interactive shopping service would allow the consumer to purchase
items directly through the system that provides the service. Currently, most "home shopping" networks use a cable delivery system for display and the telephone system for ordering and other interaction.
8. Johnathan M. Kraushaar, FiberDeployment Update, End of Year 1991, 1992 FCC
LEXIS 1454, at 69-89. Fiber optic cable has been a major development in the larger capacity of the nation's communications infrastructure. Fiber optic cable uses light to transmit
data through thin strands of glass in a single fiber. The transmission technology currently
used is capable of producing data transmission rates ("throughput") in the gigabit (billions
of bits per second) range. The highest capacity systems use a single optical wavelength and
operate at a one or two gigabit range. Systems capable of data transmission rates of up to
27 gigabits are reportedly in development at AT&T and Bell-core. Development of halide
based fiber technology could dramatically reduce transmission loss. Id.
9. Some analysts estimate a data transfer company will need the following elements
to provide full service to the consumer: local and long distance telecommunications, cable
systems, and a wireless network based on some mix of PCS (Personal Communications
Service) and cellular. Subrata N. Chakravarty, Nimble Upstart, FORBES, May 8, 1995.
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signal for television but employ some of that signal's frequency for
telecommunications purposes. 10
With the introduction of more competition in communications,
there are two challenges that need to be addressed in the reorganization of government regulation. The first challenge will be to create a
regulatory environment that favors free and open competition with a
level playing field for all entrants. This action will create greater diversity and access than is possible under restrictive government control. More importantly, it will separate the message from the medium
allowing data transfer companies to make the most efficient use of
their resources in meeting the communications needs of the nation.
The second challenge will be to move towards this new set of rules in a
manner that minimizes the potential for anti-competitive harm from
the transition itself. This process demands regulatory change that facilitates an ordered shift from local monopolies to integrated competitive markets.
The current regulatory environment presents formidable obstacles to convergence. Restrictions on the two primary building blocks
for the data transfer industry-telecommunications and cable companies-are spread among the federal courts, the Federal Communication Commission (FCC), Congress, state regulatory bodies, and local
entities. There is a gathering consensus to eliminate many of these
barriers and Congress may yet overcome its own institutional gridlock
to pass needed reform. 1 Regardless of what action government
takes, the data transfer industry is coming. The real issue remains
whether this industry will develop in a disjointed manner in spite of
the regulatory environment, or whether it will be encouraged to flourish in a unified national marketplace.
The rapid pace of technical advancement and entrepreneurial
spirit are driving communications past the existing regulatory barriers.
The government has traditionally regulated new means of communication by analogy to existing technology. 12 Telephones were similar to
10. Peter Overby, Rupert Murdoch Testifies in Congress on Gingrich Deal, All Things
Considered, National Public Radio, Aug. 1, 1995, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library,
NEWS/CURNWS File.
11. In 1994, the 103d Congress considered, but did not pass, several bills on telecommunications reform: (1) The Antitrust Reform Act, H.R. 3626, 103d Cong., 1st Sess.
(1993); (2) The High Performance Computing and High Speed Networking Applications
Act, H.R. 1757, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. (1993); (3) The National Communications Competition and Information Infrastructure Act, H.R. 3636, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. (1993); and (4)
The Telecommunications Infrastructure Act, S. 1086, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. (1993). For discussion of bills considered in 1995, see infra § II.C.2.
12. See Note, The Message in the Medium: The First Amendment on the Information
Superhighway, 107 HARV. L. REV. 1062, 1062-63 (1994) (hereinafter Message in the Me-
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the telegraph, television was similar to radio, and in both cases existing rules were extended to cover the new medium. 13 With the explosion in the advance of communications technology, it is not in the
public interest to maintain the status quo by attempting to pigeonhole
various aspects of new technology into existing regulatory schemes
that are based on obsolete concepts.
The future is nearing where former cable and telephone companies will become capable of delivering an unprecedented variety of
communications services to homes and workplaces, schools and hospitals, and anywhere there is a need for the exchange of information. A
uniform federal data transfer regulatory act must replace the mix of
regulatory schemes that exist for different communications industries
and pre-empt4 the myriad of state and local rules that impede
competition.'
The act must eliminate barriers and streamline regulation at the
federal level. Both legislative and judicial control-such as the Modified Final Judgment (MFJ)15-must be simplified to provide the stability that the new market will need. It must also pre-empt state and
local authority to regulate access to the data transfer industry. State
utility commission control over telecommunications and local control
over cable franchises favor the entrenched service provider, preventing new entrants to both markets from providing competition. The act
must ultimately provide symmetry in its application to all competitors
in the data transfer market.
The mandate for universal telecommunications access also needs
to be revisited. Today, the term "universal service" means providing
access to telephone service in every home. 16 The cost of providing
this access has been accomplished by shifting costs through the use of
internal subsidies. 7 The Clinton Administration supports expanding
dium); Phillip H. Miller, Note, New Technology, Old Problem: Determining the First

Amendment Status of Electronic Information Services, 61 FORDHAM L. REV. 1147, 1190-91
(1993).
13. Message in the Medium, supra note 12.
14. See KIM ROBERT SCOVILLE, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE REGULATION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 3-4 (1985).
15. United States v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131 (D.D.C. 1982) (the MFJ directed the end
of the former Bell System monopoly by separating AT&T from its local operating
companies).
16. Commonly referred to as "POTS" or "plain old telephone service," this definition
of universal service has been the communications policy of the nation since the passage of
the Communications Act of 1934.
17. An internal subsidy is the support of some services provided by a company by
increasing the cost of other services provided. For example, rural users of telephone service have long had their rates subsidized by money diverted from rates charged in higher
use areas like urban centers.
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the concept of universal service to include some or all of the services
of the "electronic superhighway" of the data transfer industry. 8 In
addition to creating a new definition of universal service, the cost and
method used to subsidize access should be examined. The continued
use of internal subsidies in a competitive marketplace will be increasingly difficult to maintain amongst the growing number of individual
companies. Other possibilities, such as a direct tax on access, or a
federal low interest loan program are more appropriate and effective
methods of providing universal access because the cost of these subsidies will be separated from the actual cost of services offered in the
marketplace.
II
Background
A.

Industries

The two key building blocks of the data transfer industry are the
cable and the telephone industries. They have had dramatically different histories. The telephone industry was heavily regulated and national in corporate structure, while the cable industry has been
entrepreneurial and local in nature. Both possess varying degrees of
monopoly power. Presently, the telephone market has become more
competitive while loosening the bonds of regulation. At the same
time, cable companies labor under new regulation and face increasingly consolidated market control among industry leaders. As the nation moves into the next century, these two mediums are merging
together into a single communications industry.
1. Cable

The cable industry developed as a technology to extend the reach
of broadcast television before evolving into an entertainment alternative. 9 The cable systems of today bring a variety of programming to
the viewer.2" Cable television is available to approximately ninety-six
18. The Information Infrastructure Task Force, The National Information Infrastructure: Agenda for Action, Sept. 15, 1993.
19. See BROADCASTING/CABLECASTING YEARBOOK, Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
1984, at D1. The first cable system began operating in Astoria, Oregon in 1949. The first
commercial cable system began the next year in Lansford, Pennsylvania, a small community sixty-five miles from Philadelphia. H.R. 934, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984). The homes
in a community were connected by coaxial cables to a central receiving antenna. V.
Mosco, BROADCASTING IN THE UNITED STATES 87 (1979).
20. Cable systems currently have an average capacity for forty channels, but this is
likely to increase. Cable provides a range of programming, consisting in part of seventyeight national cable networks. Chesapeake and Potomac Tel. Co. v. United States, 830 F.
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percent of the nation's homes, and approximately sixty percent of that
number actually subscribes.2 1 The success of the cable industry in wiring much of the nation is the primary reason that there is a credible
companies for the competitive paradigm
alternative to the local phone
22
industry.
transfer
data
a
of
The FCC asserted regulatory authority over cable in the 1960s on
the basis that the Communications Act implicitly authorized it to do
so. 23 The Supreme Court approved, holding that the Act's language,
"all interstate and foreign communication by wire or radio," justified
regulatory action by the FCC.24
The FCC has focused mainly on protecting local broadcasters
from increasing competition created by the cable industry.2 5 The resulting impact has been to contribute to the overall "balkanization" of
communications services with cable segregated from the broadcast industry. For example, the "must-carry" rule 26 forced cable systems to
carry the signals of all local broadcasters because the FCC wanted
cable to maintain a "supplemental role" in the total communications
picture. 27 However, because of this approach, cable systems were perSupp. 909 (1993) (citing Joint Stip. of Facts at 9, 19-20). The parties to this suit stipulated
that "the supply of available video programming exceeds the available channel capacity of
almost all cable systems." These parties included the National Cable Television Association, Inc., the cable industry trade group.
21. Id. at 17.
22. In 1993, the number of basic cable television subscribers reached 58.8 million,
more then doubling since 1982. Cable penetration into television households increased
from 35% in 1982 to 62.5% in 1993. CATV Enters the Service Arena, TELECOM MARKET
LETrER, July 15, 1994, at 41.
23. See Rules re Microwave-Served CATV, 38 F.C.C. 683, 685 (1965); In re Inquiry
into the Impact of Community Antenna System, TV Translators, TV "Satellite" Stations,
and TV "Repeaters" on the Orderly Development of Television Broadcasting, 26 F.C.C.
403, 427-28 (1958) (declining to assert jurisdiction over cable operators as broadcasters
because cable signals are transmitted by wire, not through the broadcast spectrum). The
authorizing act for the existence of the FCC did not address cable television because it was
enacted 15 years before the first cable system began operation. See Communications Act of
1934, ch. 652, 48 Stat. 1064 (1934) (current version at 47 U.S.C. §§ 151-609 (1988)).
24. United States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157 (1968).
25. T. BARTON CARTER, ET AL., MASS COMMUNICATIONS LAW (IN A NUTSHELL) 47983 (3d ed. 1988).
26. See Rules re Microwave-Served CATV, 38 F.C.C. 683, 716-19 (1965). The "mustcarry" rules established a system of priorities for signal carriage. 47 C.F.R. §§ 76.57, 76.59,
76.61 (1984). The 1992 Cable Act subsequently modified those rules to give stations an
option to choose must carry or retransmission consent. Pub. L. No. 102-385, 106 Stat. 1460
(codified as amended at scattered sections of 47 U.S.C.).
The FCC also imposed the "non-duplication" rule, which prohibited cable systems
from duplicating local programming during a fifteen day period before and after the local
broadcast. See Rules re Microwave-Served CATV, 38 F.C.C. 683, 721-30 (1965).
27. See Rules re Microwave-Served CATV, 38 F.C.C. 683, 721-30 (1965). The FCC
was concerned that competition from cable systems would interfere with local broadcast-
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mitted for the most part to re-transmit broadcast signals without
charge or the consent of the originating broadcast entity.28
In 1984, the United States Supreme Court ruled that the FCC had
exclusive authority to regulate the content of cable television and that
its authority could pre-empt state and local regulation.2 9 Less than
four months after that decision, Congress passed the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 (Cable Act of 1984).30 The Cable Act of
1984 was intended to establish a national policy to ensure that cable
could compete in the larger media marketplace. However, it preserved a restricted role for state and local authorities to regulate cable
franchises.3 1

The Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act
of 199232 was passed by Congress in an effort to bring cable industry
price increases and service complaints under control.33 Among its
many provisions, it authorized the FCC to implement must-carry rules
and rate regulation.34 Other rulemaking proceedings necessitated by
the Act included: (1) program carriage agreements, (2) restrictions on
indecent programming on PEG channels, (3) home wiring requirements, and (4) customer service standards.3 1 Most of the Act's provisions were immediately attacked with challenges in the judicial

ers, diluting audiences and advertiser support, damaging the long term success of "free"
television programming. By 1970, cable reached only nine percent of all homes, mostly in
remote communities. Id. at 683.
28. Gary S. Lutzker, The 1992 Cable Act and the First Amendment: What Must, Must
Not, and May Be Carried, 12 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 467, 468 (1994).
29. Capital Cities Cable, Inc. v. Crisp, 467 U.S. 691 (1984). See Pamela B. Gullett,
Note, The 1984 Cable Flip Flop: From Capital Cities Cable, Inc. v. Crisp to the Cable
Communications Policy Act, 34 AM. U. L. REV. 557 (1985).
30. Pub. L. No. 98-549, 98 Stat. reprintedin 1984 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2779. The Cable Act of
1984 generally deregulated the cable industry, contributing to dramatic growth but also to
dramatic increases in price, and in consumer complaints. Gullett, supra note 29.
31. Gullett, supra note 29, at 559. See CARTER ET AL., supra note 25, at 485-87.
32. Pub. L. No. 102-385, 106 Stat. 1460 (codified as amended at scattered sections of 47
U.S.C.).
33. See Congratulationsto the Federal Communications Commission, 140 CONG. REC.
S1581, (daily ed. Feb. 22, 1994) (statement of Sen. Metzenbaum); Statement on Nomination
of Reed E. Hundt, 139 CONG. REC. S16675, (daily ed. Nov. 20, 1993) (statement of Sen.
Hollings); Implementation of the 1992 Cable Act, 139 CONG. REC. E2265, (daily ed. Sept.
29, 1993) (statement of Rep. Mazzoli); TCI Announces Revenue Impact of 1992 Cable Act,
139 CONG. REC. E1851, (daily ed. July 26, 1993) (statement of Rep. Schaefer).
34. Nicholas W. Allard, The 1992 Cable Act: Just the Beginning, 15 HASTINGS COMM/
ENT L.J. 305 (1992).
35. Id. at 306 n.2.
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system.36 In addition, attempts to repeal or modify parts of the law
continue in Congress.37
The must-carry rules and rate regulations have had a dramatic
impact on the cable industry. The must-carry rules allowed broadcasters to choose between must-carry and retransmission consent. The
must-carry option forced a local cable system to carry the signal of any
local broadcaster that cast a grade B contour over a cable system's
principal headend. This option resembled the traditional role of cable
as a supplement to broadcast television. The retransmission consent
option gave broadcasters a right to deny cable systems the right to
carry their signal.38 In effect it gave broadcasters a pseudo-copyright
royalty for cable use of their signal. Other multichannel distributors
of programs (like DBS, satellite, wireless cable) were automatically
forced into the second option because, for these alternative technologies, broadcasters could not choose the must-carry option for them.39
The FCC conducted two rounds of rate regulation to reduce the
rate of basic cable.4" It established benchmarks for cable system rates
by reference to markets that had actual competition between cable
operators. 4 1 The second round of rate reduction forced cable systems
that faced no competition to cut their basic rates seventeen percent. 2
Reregulation of rates has been of great concern to cable
companies
43
attempting to enter the greater data transfer industry.
The new regulatory environment created by the 1992 Cable Act
highlights the need for actual competition to bring fair prices to consumers. Since the intended purpose of federal legislation and rate
regulation was to benefit consumers, the real test of rate reduction
should be determined by the actual benefit to the average consumer.
As long as cable operators can maintain their monopoly status, they
36. Id. at 307 n.3.
37. Kim McAvon, Senate GOP Calls for Deregulation, BROADCASTING

AND CABLE,

Jan. 16, 1995; Christopher Stern, Deregulation Debate: Broadcasters Split Over How Much
is Enough, BROADCASTING AND CABLE, Mar. 27, 1995.

38. Allard, supra note 34, at 333-35.
39. Id.
40. Stanley M. Besen & John R. Woodbury, Rate Regulation, Effective Competition,
and the 1992 Cable Act, 17 HASTINGS CoMMENT L.J. 203 (1994).
41. Id.

42. Mary Lu Carnevale & Mark Robichaux, FCC Votes to Require Cable Rate Cuts
and This Time Claims It Will Prevail, WALL ST. J., Feb. 23, 1994, at B1. The FCC voted
unanimously for a seven percent reduction in cable rates in addition to the ten percent cut
ordered the year before. Id.
43. Id. Time Warner Chairman Gerald Levin stated, "This already outdated regulatory scheme will not help foster the necessary investment this country needs in new technologies." Id. Cable operators estimate that last year's rate reduction has already cost
them two billion dollars in lost revenue. Id.
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will have an incentive to increase revenues by circumventing government regulations. 4
2.

Telecommunications

The telephone industry has changed dramatically from the once
monolithic "Ma Bell" system.4"

Prior to the 1982 Modified Final

Judgment (MFJ) entered against American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. (AT&T), the Bell System provided telephone service to all parts
of the United States and connected our nation to the rest of the
world.4 6

After the MFJ, telecommunications have been subject to the continuing jurisdiction of United States District Judge Harold H.
Greene. 47 Since 1984, AT&T has been divested of its local telecommunications carriers which were organized into seven companies that
are collectively known as the regional bell operating companies
(RBOCs). 48 RBOCs act as local exchange carriers carrying telephone
traffic in the local loop.49 The MFJ restrictions that are most relevant
here are rules preventing the RBOCs from entering the long distance
market and from providing video services in their home markets.
44. Mark Robichaux & Mary Lu Carnevale, Will the FCC's Cable Rate Cuts Slow Traffic on Information Superhighway?, WALL ST. J., Feb. 25, 1994, at B1. Consumers are likely
to get a lower quality cable package at a lower price. "[Since] cable companies are still a
monopoly in their local markets, [rate reduction] will have the effect of squeezing a balloon-wherever pressure is applied, equal efforts will be made to extract revenue elsewhere." Id. at B6 (quoting Thomas Hazlett, former chief economist for the FCC).
45. In 1910, AT&T (then merged with Western Union) described itself as "One system
with a common policy, common purpose and common action; comprehensive, universal,
interdependent, interconnecting like the highway system of the country, extending from
door to door, affording electrical communication of every kind, from every one at every
place to every one of every other place." ITHIEL DE SOLA POOL, TECHNOLOGIES OF FREEDOM, 29-30 (1983).
46. United States v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131 (D.D.C. 1982). The MFJ was entered as
a settlement of the Justice Department's antitrust investigation of AT&T. It required
AT&T to divest itself of all twenty-two of its local telephone operating companies. These
were later consolidated into the seven Regional Bell Operating Companies or RBOCs.
The RBOCs were restricted to providing only local telephone service. They were also
required to provide equal access to all interexchange, or long distance, carriers to promote
competition in that market. Scoville, supra note 14, at 16, 30-31.
47. Judge Greene accepted the entry of the MFJ and maintains jurisdiction over the
original parties under its terms.
48. United States v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131 (D.D.C. 1982).
49. The local loop is defined as the circuit from the central office of the local exchange
carrier to the end user and back. Erin M. Reilly, Telecommunications Industry in 1993:
The Year of the Merger,2 COMM. L. CONSPEcTus 95 (1994). See Policy and Rules Concerning Rates for Dominant Carriers, Memorandum Opinion and Order,8 F.C.C. Rcd. 7474.
50. Another important aspect of the convergence trend is occurring entirely within
telecommunications. The post MFJ separation between local and long distance carriers is
under increasing pressure from both sides. RBOCs have recently won permission to buy
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Under the Cable Communications Policy Act of 198451 telephone
companies are prohibited from providing video programming to subscribers within their service areas.52 This ban on ownership of cable
systems has prevented providers of local telephone service from introducing video on demand in their own markets. The FCC has interpreted this statute to restrict telephone companies from providing
video programming that is equivalent to broadcast television.5 3 The
restriction on entry by telephone companies into the cable market has
been supported by the cable industry, which argues that telephone
companies will use their monopoly base of subscribers to unfairly gain
market share through predatory pricing and other anti-competitive
tactics.54 In addition, the cross-ownership ban works to prevent
"cross-subsidization." Cross-subsidization by a telephone company
would involve shifting costs from its competitive cable business to its
monopoly telephone service customers. This practice would lead to
higher telephone rates and predatory profits for the telephone companies, which might ultimately lead to telephone companies forcing
competing cable television operators out of the market.55
The first cracks in the restriction on cross-ownership began both
at the FCC and in the courts. The FCC video dialtone report permitted RBOCs to provide video programming in their service area, but
only as a nondiscriminatory service provider and not as an independent provider of content.56 In their efforts to provide video services,
the RBOCs have gone to court, arguing that the cross-ownership restrictions of the 1984 Cable Act are an illegal restraint of their First
Amendment freedoms of speech and press.57
In Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. v. United States, Bell
Atlantic challenged the 1984 Cable Act restriction as a violation of
capacity on long distance networks to resell to their own wireless customers. Judge Paves
Bells' Way Into Long Distance, S.F. EXAMINER, Apr. 29, 1995, at D1. Some RBOC officials expressed the view that this was the first step to their companies ability to offer long
distance service to all of their own customers. Id.
51. 47 U.S.C. §§ 521, 533(b)(1)-(2), (4).
52. Cable Comm. Policy Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-599, 98 Stat. 2779 (codified in
scattered sections at 15, 18, 46 and 47 U.S.C.).
53. 47 C.F.R. § 63.54 (1994). This ban applies to all common carriers and any of their
affiliates. Id.
54. Bells Poised on Brink of Cable Television, N.Y. MEDIA MARKETS, July 14, 1994.
55. FCC Policy on Cable Ownership, A Staff Report, Nov. 1981, at 153, 158.
56. In re Telephone Company-Cable Television Cross-Ownership Rules, Memorandum Opinion and Order on Reconsideration, 7 FCC Rcd. 5069, 5072-73 (1992).
57. Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. v. United States, 830 F. Supp. 909 (E.D. Va.
1993). See C. Edwin Baker, Merging Phone and Cable, 17 HASTINrGS CoMMIENT L.J. 97
(1994).
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their First Amendment rights. 58 Absent the legislative restriction, Alexandria, Virginia was willing to consider granting a cable franchise to
Bell Atlantic to compete against Jones Intercable, the existing cable
television operator.59 The district court employed the intermediate
level of First Amendment review, 60 finding that the rule was not narrowly tailored to the justification offered by the government.61 Judge
T.S. Ellis III held that Congress could have adopted less restrictive

measures than a complete ban to achieve its legislative goals. 6z Each
RBOC has since filed suit in its own individual service areas.6 3
Reversing its historic position, the FCC recommended the end of
cross-ownership restrictions and allowed local telephone companies to
provide video programming directly to subscribers in their telephone
service areas.64 In light of the growth of the cable industry, the FCC

concluded that the potential for anti-competitive conduct by the telephone companies was outweighed by the potential benefit to the public interest. 65 The FCC found that the elimination of the crossownership restriction would promote increased competition in the
video marketplace, spur investment in advanced infrastructure, and
66
increase the diversity of service to the public.
B. Data Transfer: The New Communications Paradigm

The "Information Superhighway," the "National Information Infrastructure," and the "Celestial Jukebox" are all terms thrown about
in conversation over the future of telecommunications.67 They are
58. 830 F. Supp. at 910-11. The opinion includes a discussion of the evolution of the
ban on cross-ownership of cable companies by telephone companies. Id. at 912-16.
59. Id. at 911.
60. See United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367, 376-77 (1968).
61. Chesapeake, 830 F. Supp. at 931-32. The government argued that the ban worked
to promote diversity of media ownership, a non-speech interest. Id. at 927. The court
rejected this view, finding that the cable industry is dominated by local monopolies. Id.
62. Id. at 929-32.
63. 33 Television Digest 5, Dec. 20, 1993. BellSouth alleged in its complaint that the
ban on cross-ownership within a telephone company's service area has failed to meet its
stated policy-the prevention of local media monopolies. It also charged that Congress
admitted in the findings of the 1992 Cable Act that ownership in the cable industry remains
highly concentrated despite the ban on cable ownership by telecommunications companies.
64. In re Telephone Company-Cable Television Cross-Ownership Rules, Second Report and Order, Recommendation to Congress, and Second Further Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, 7 FCC Rcd. 5781, 5843-47 (1992).
65. Id. at 5848-49.
66. Id. at 5849-50.
67. Another metaphor describing data transfer is "eyberspace," a term introduced by
science fiction author William Gibson in his novel Neuromancer. Cyberspace describes
communications networks as completely artificial places where humans interact in a fashion similar to the real world with the aid of a communications device.
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also misleading and ultimately limiting in their attempt to describe the
scope of a post-convergence communications future. A decidedly less
glamorous addition to the lexicon of telecommunications, "data transfer," may not have the mass appeal of popular metaphors, but it is
probably a better description of reality. Convergence in our telecommunications infrastructure is about exploding the limits on the forms
communication can take. When all communication can be reduced to
digital form, then all information will move freely around the country
and the globe. The result of the convergence phenomenon will be to
free up companies to move information in the most efficient and effective manner the market allows.
The data transfer industry will emerge from combinations between cable and telephone companies. The benefits of merger between these industries is more than the capital requirements necessary
for building an infrastructure capable of bringing data transfer service
to the consumer. A tremendous amount of "synergy" exists between
cable and telephone because their technology and expertise complement each other.
Essential to a data transfer system is the technical expertise necessary to handle the two way transit of very large amounts of information. Telephone companies bring their knowledge of switching
equipment and telephone operating systems.68 Time Warner, a cable
operator, touted this expertise as one of the benefits of its joint venture with US West, a telecommunications company. 69 The traditional
cable system only transmits data one way-from operator to consumer-and maintains all control at the operator.
Much like the traditional telephone system, a full service data
transfer network must handle the transmission of data in various directions and do so at the request and control of the end users. Services such as video on demand, home shopping, and telecommuting,
among others, require a network to handle the transmission of data in
various directions.

68. Switching is performed by the Local Exchange Carrier (LEC), where a signal
(phone call) is routed from one terminal located in a central building in each community
and connected to another terminal. Phillip Moeller, The Age of Convergence, AM. JOURNALISM REV., Winter 1994, at 26; See generally Frank G. McKay, New Wave Coming in
Data Voice Switching, TELECOMMUNICATIONS
MGMT., Oct. 15, 1984, at 71.

SWITCHING,

TELEPHONE ENGINEER

&

69. See generally Paula Bernier, A View of the Interactive Frontier-andMore; Interview with US West Diversified Group CEO Chuck Lillis, TELEPHONY, May 8, 1995, at 30;
Kevin Maney, The Leaders and the Losers; Excerpt of Megamedia Shakeout: The Inside
Look at the Leaders and the Losers, MULTICHANNEL NEWS, May 8, 1995, at 98.
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Switching equipment utilizing technology such as asynchronous
transfer mode will be necessary to direct the traffic of data on a network.7" Several companies are experimenting with trials of interactive
systems to test the delivery of existing and advanced communications
and entertainment services. 71 Along with these trials, companies continue to invest in the necessary infrastructure to deliver on the data
transfer revolution.72
The telecommunications and cable industries are joining resources to take advantage of the current technological, economic, and
regulatory environment. The overriding factor, however, remains the
regulatory environment which prevents the data transfer marketplace
from most efficiently directing available resources.
The most significant attempt to meld together the elements of a
data transfer company was the failed merger between Bell Atlantic
and Tele-Communications, Inc. (TCI). 73 The merger was an opportunity to create a full service company capable of competing in all aspects of the data transfer industry.74 The strategic arguments for this
type of combination are still valid.75
70. Terry Sweeney, Sonet Takes Center Stage at Telecom '91, COMMUNICATIONS WEEK,
Oct. 14, 1991. Critical to the large capacity of broadband networks and the intended multimedia use envisioned for them is Asynchronous Transfer Mode (AST), "a cell based
switching technology that uses fifty-three byte cells, without regard for whether the cell
information is voice data or video." Id. at 62.
71. Telecom Market Letter, July 15, 1994. Most major cable companies are conducting
tests of full service networks. Id. Bell Atlantic is continuing to conduct the largest video
dial tone trial for 2000 people in northern Virginia. Gabrielle Custer, Riding High on the
Info Highway, WARFIELDS Bus. REC., Apr. 14, 1995. US West is currently testing a full
service network in Omaha, Nebraska. Bernier, supra note 69.
72. In northern California alone there are several cable companies building fiber optic
networks designed to provide interactive services like home shopping and video on demand. John Carman, Future TV Comes to the Bay Area, S.F. CHRON., Feb. 1, 1994, at El.
In addition, California based RBOC Pacific Bell intends to upgrade its entire telephone
network of 11 million homes by the year 2010. It too has targeted some northern California communities for immediate construction. John Eckhouse, Pac Bell Plans Information
Superhighway, S.F. CHRON., Nov. 12, 1993, at Al.
73. The proposed TCI and Bell Atlantic merger was a 26 billion dollar stock swap that
fell apart in February 1993, soon after the FCC imposed its first round of rate regulation
under the 1992 Cable Act. Sandra Suguwara & Paul Farhi, Bell Atlantic, TCI Call Off
Merger, WASH. POST, Feb. 24, 1993, at Al.
74. Sean Scully & Rich Brown, Wired Worlds to Tie the Knot, BROADCASTING &
CABLE, Oct. 18, 1993, at P6. The merger would have created a combined network with a
subscriber base of 20.3 million customers. 33 TELEVISION DIGEST 5, Dec. 20, 1993. A
merged TCI and Bell Atlantic would have had revenues close to 16 billion dollars. Geoffrey Foisie, A Mammoth Deal With Many Parts, BROADCASTING & CABLE, Oct. 18, 1993,
at 11.
75. Bart Ziegler, What Collapse of TCI Merger Means for Deals, WALL ST. J., Feb. 25,
1994, at B1.
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Current efforts to bring together the pieces of a data transfer
company have involved mostly joint ventures and alliances.7 6 Cable
and telephone company executives continue to expound on the opportunities for synergy and staking a claim to this emerging market. Colorado-based RBOC US West acquired a twenty-five percent interest
in Time Warner, a media conglomerate. owning broadcast and cable
properties.7 7 Together the two companies plan to spend billions of
dollars in a joint venture to create a full service network capable of
providing telephone, entertainment, and other information services.78
Sprint, a long distance telephone company, has invested in a joint
venture with several cable companies including TCI. The joint venture plans to provide a range of services both through the companies'
wired networks and through new wireless services.7 9 MCI, another
long distance rival, will invest two billion dollars into a partnership
with NewsCorp which owns media content and distribution systems
around the world as well as the FOX broadcast television network in
the United States.80 The two will form a 400 million dollar joint venture to produce programming and other services for their combined
networks. 81 The deal could greatly expand the number of MCI serv82
ices, evolving it beyond a traditional telephone company.
However the combination of elements is brought together, the
momentum to build broadband networks continues to accelerate.
New telecommunications infrastructure will provide competition to
formerly monopolistic cable system operators and local exchange area
telephone providers.
C. Government Initiatives
Reform of the nation's communications policy has become an important and visible area of national concern. Two-thirds of the na76. John J. Keller & Laura Landro, MCI Agrees to Inject as Much as Two Billion in
NewsCorp in Data Highway Venture, WALL ST. J., May 11, 1995, at A3.
77. Rich Brown & Harry A. Jessell, Telco-Cable Giants Converge, BROADCASTING &
CABLE, May 24, 1993, at 6.
78. Bernier, supra note 69.
79. Geraldine Fabrikant, Wall Street Sees Time Warner in AT&T Deal, N.Y. TIMES,
May 15, 1995, at C8.
80. John J. Keller, Content Without Commitment, WALL ST. J., May 12, 1995, at B1.
81. Initially, MCI and NewsCorp will link up their online systems, Network MCI and
Delphi. Id.
82. MCI executives announced that with this deal, "[w]e're not just a long distance
company anymore." Keller, supra note 80. Actually, MCI has been expanding out of the
long distance market for some time. MCI's Metro division is building local fiber optic
networks in several cities to bypass the local RBOC network. Keller & Landro, supra note
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tion's workers are in information related jobs, and the rest are in
industries that rely heavily on information. 3 Strategic use of information is essential to maintaining America's competitive position in the
global marketplace.84
1. The National Information Infrastructure

The Clinton Administration made the future of telecommunications a highly visible issue in its first year in office. Support for several
initiatives was collected under the banner of the National Information
Infrastructure.85 Vice President Al Gore and the Commerce Department took the lead in pushing for new projects. The administration
recognized that a new kind of communications service provider was
emerging-one that could offer a wider range of services than the traditionally distinct telephone and cable companies.86
An integrated data transfer company would have to obey regulation from two different parts of the Communications Act, specifically
Title II for common carriers and Title VI for cable communications.8 7
The administration responded by proposing a Title VII to the Communications Act that would unify the regulatory environment for
these new companies in exchange for their agreement to act as common carriers in at least some respects. Companies would have the
option of choosing this alternative regulatory model. "The nation
would thus be assured that these companies would provide open access to information providers and consumers and the benefits of competition, including lower prices and higher quality services to their
8
customers."
The danger in this proposal is leaving such a choice up to the
individual companies, creating the possibility of piecemeal conversion
to a merged market. This creates the potential for various companies
and industries to gain significant, if temporary, advantages dependent
on whether they choose this new regulatory option. This approach
83. The Information Infrastructure Task Force, The National Information Infrastructure: Agenda for Action, Sept. 15, 1993.
84. Id.

85. Harry A. Jessell, Clinton Promises Open Info Highway, BROADCASTING & CABLE,
Sept. 20, 1993, at 42.
86. Vice President Al Gore, Speech on Telecommunications Policy to the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences (Jan. 11, 1994), along with White House background paper
and statement on "Telecommunications Policy Reform" January 12,1994 (Wed.) Daily Report for Executives, Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. "[Riegulation must be based on the
services that are offered and the ability to compete-and not on corporate identity, regulatory history or technological process." Id.
87. Id.
88. Id.
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cannot help but generate chaos in a time when stability and a level
playing field are needed.
2.

CongressionalAction

In 1995, both Houses of Congress passed different comprehensive
telecommunications reform bills.89 In September, a single conference
committee will attempt to work out the differences between the bills.
Under the current Republican leadership, competition and deregulation are at the top of the communications agenda.9" Both bills include
revisions to many aspects of the current regulatory environment with
changes to the Communications Act of 1934 as well as the Cable Acts
of 1984 and 1992.
The Senate bill, S. 652, intends "to provide for a pro-competitive,
de-regulatory national policy framework designed to accelerate rapidly private sector deployment of advanced telecommunications and
information technologies and services to all Americans by opening all
telecommunications markets to competition." 91 It includes sections
detailing the transition to competition, removal of statutory and judicial (the MFJ) restrictions, and a level playing field for a competitive
marketplace. The House bill, H.R. 1555, covers the development of
competitive communications markets, with separate sections for telephone, cable, and broadcast reform. It is also explicitly meant "to
promote competition and reduce regulation in order to secure lower
the rapid deployprices and higher quality services.., and encourage
92
ment of new telecommunications technologies.
The continuing bipartisan interest in a major telecommunications
revision ensures that such an effort should eventually succeed. Both
bills presently under consideration incorporate many elements of
failed bills from the 103d Congress. While there are differences between the Senate and the House bills, both are firmly committed to
the concepts of competition and an environment with simplified regulation. Any act passed by Congress must achieve these goals and address the many specific problems inherent in the transition to
89. The Senate passed the Telecommunications Competition and Deregulation Act,
sponsored by Larry Pressler of South Dakota. S. 652, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995). The
House passed the Communications Act of 1995, sponsored by Jack Fields of Texas. H.R.
1555, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995). In addition, Rep. Fields has also introduced H.R. 912,
104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995) which would permit entry of utility companies into the telecommunications market.
90. Ted Hearn, Pressler To Push For Bill: Wants Pure Competition, MULTICHANNEL
NEWS, Nov. 28, 1994. See Adam D. Thierer, Time to Free Up Both Phone and Cable?,
CONSUMERS RES. MAG., Oct. 1994.
91. S. 652, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995).
92. H.R. 1555, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995).
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competition and the future marketplace beyond. Some of these
problems, like content control, investment, and universal access, are
discussed here. Others that are more technical or financial in nature
are equally important, but unfortunately, beyond the scope of this
article.93

III
Analysis: The New Industry
In the cable industry, the delivery of video services has remained
a monopoly in almost every community. 94 In 1991, cable television
system operators faced competition from another operator in less then
one percent of the local markets served by cable.95 Competition, in
the few markets in the cable industry where it exists, has brought
96
lower rates and better service.
The facts in Chesapeake & Potomac9 7 provide a vivid example of

the impact competition can have in the cable market. Alexandria,
Virginia is served by one cable provider, Jones Intercable. 98 In Alexandria, Jones Intercable offers a package of forty-four channels for
$24.65. In a similar marketplace with a competing cable providerAnne Arundel County, Maryland-Jones Intercable offers a package
for $21.20. Additionally, the higher rate of cable subscribership in
Anne Arundel versus Alexandria-seventy percent to fifty-seven per93. For example, one technical issue is how to enforce open access to interconnection
on local networks. Financial issues range from restrictions on corporate form to potential
antitrust violations. The very nature of convergence and technological advance ensures
that the scope of relevant issues for communications reform is a dynamic and evolving
thing, difficult to capture in a single discussion.
94. See U.S. Dep't of Comm., National Telecommunications and Information Admin.,
Rep. No. 88-233, at 18 (1988).
95. Chesapeake and Potomac Tel. Co. v. United States, 830 F. Supp. 909 (1993) (citing
Joint Stip. of Facts at 28). Cable revenues in 1992 were over twenty-one billion dollars.
Forty percent of cable subscribers are served by the five largest Multiple System operators-essentially chain operators of multiple cable systems. The largest, Tele Communications Inc.. had 9.6 million subscribers in 1991 with revenues of $3.8 billion. The next
largest, Time Warner, had 6.8 million subscribers, with total corporate revenues of $12
billion (from sources other than cable). Comcast, Continental, and Cox make up the rest
of the big five. Id.
96. Id.
97. Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. of Va. v. United States, 830 F. Supp. 909, 911
(E.D. Va. 1993). The plaintiffs included Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company and
Bell Atlantic Video Services Company, both wholly owned affiliates of Bell Atlantic
Corporation.
98. Jones Intercable is the eighth largest multiple system operator in the nation. Joint
Stipulation of Facts, supra note 57, at 32.
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cent-may indicate better customer service and value in a competitive
marketplace. 99
A.

Investment & Competition

Under the 1992 Cable Act, the FCC conducted two rounds of
rate reduction for basic cable service that has arguably led to reduced
Any reduced ability of cable comrevenue for the cable industry.'
panies to invest in network infrastructure adds to the need to create,
by merger or acquisition, companies that are capable of the investment necessary to build full service data transfer networks. Both telephone and cable companies will need substantial capital to upgrade
their networks. 10 1
The telecommunications industry is larger in economic resources
than the cable industry.10 2 On an individual corporate level, cable giant TCI had revenues of less then $4 billion per year, compared to
telecommunications giant AT&T which had revenues sixteen times
higher. 113 The difference in capital levels between industries is another factor favoring the competition of full service companies comprised of component companies from both industries, rather than
expecting smaller cable companies to effectively compete directly
against larger telecommunications companies. Cable companies are
legitimately concerned about the larger size of RBOCs in demanding
equal access to the telecommunications market as telephone companies begin to introduce video on demand services.
In the move to a data transfer market, there is concern that the
transition to competition be managed. Advocates of control want
competition to come in stages with government safeguards against
anti-competitive actions. 104 The elimination of the various current restrictions should be timed so as to prevent the members of one industry from gaining an unfair advantage. The FCC might continue to
99. Id. at 34-35.

100. Christopher Stern, FCC: Cable's in Fine State, BROADCASTING & CABLE, Apr. 3,
1995, at 80. See Besen & Woodbury, supra note 40.
101. See ROBERT MERCER, INTEGRATED BROADBAND NETWORKS (1991).
102. See Anthony Ramirez, Cable and Phone Companies: Foes or Allies?, N.Y. TIMES,
Aug. 26, 1993, at D1.
103. Id.
104. Harry A. Jessell, NCTA Wants Restrictions On Telco Entry, BROADCASTING &
CABLE, Sept. 20, 1993, at 43. "The telcos (telephone companies) have the size and the
strength to effectively kill the competition in any market they enter. It would be disastrous
to simply throw open the video marketplace to telephone overnight." Id.
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regulate those markets where viable competition105 is not possible because of a lack of infrastructure or actual competitors. These would
probably include rural and lower income areas.
B. Control of the Platform
Each individual corporation providing data transfer service will
most likely do so on a system or "platform" composed of many elements-both wired and wireless. These platforms will make a powerful presence in society not only because of their economic impact, but
in their potential to promote or inhibit communication-whether it is
speech, entertainment, or information. A competitive data transfer
market will create new issues for society. Will competition among
several national, regional, and local platforms be enough to promote
diversity of expression and the transmission of unpopular speech, or
must society act through government intervention to do so? What degree of control should a data transfer company be allowed to exercise
over content?
Traditionally, there has been a distinction between the rights and
responsibilities of a "publisher"'106 and those of a "common carrier.'1°7 Regulated as a common carrier, the telephone industry has
separated control of "speech" from ownership of the carriage. 10 8 As a
traditional publisher, newspapers have not had this type of separation
of control, owning the distribution, production and content itself.
Somewhere in between exists the "broadcaster"' 1 9 who has control
over content but is limited by FCC regulation. 110 Cable television has
105. Viable competition would be defined as a percentage of homes reached by a competitor in the market. Although an expert agency could determine an exact number, initially close to 25% would appear to be sufficient.
106. The most traditional form of a "publisher" is the newspaper which receives the
fullest protection of the First Amendment. Newspapers cannot have their editorial control
restricted by government regulation. Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S.
241 (1974).
107. A common carrier-such as your traditional phone company-has to carry all
messages regardless of the content. 47 U.S.C. § 700 (1991).
108. Burt Neuborne, Speech, Technology and The Emergence of a TriCameral Media:
You Can't Tell the Players Without a Scorecard, 17 HASTINGS COMM/ENT L.J. 17, 19 (1994).
One approach to government regulation of speech is to separate the "speech" from the
"amplification" or technology used to transmit the speech to the hearer. Id.
109. Television or radio broadcasters have editorial control over their content but are
regulated by the FCC to broadcast in the ."public interest." Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v.
FCC, 395 U.S. 367 (1969).
110. The Internet, bulletin boards, and other computer networks also probably fall
somewhere in between. However, the government has never attempted to regulate personal computers or network communications. Until now, this form of exchange has developed absent government regulation. See Eric Schlachter, Cyberspace, the Free Market and
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generally been successful in establishing itself closer to the model of
publisher."1
The Clinton Administration favors open access to ensure that
data transfer companies do not create an entirely new communications monopoly. The Administration has proposed that the FCC be
authorized to regulate new hybrids of companies.
We will grant the FCC the future authority, under appropriate conditions, to impose non-discriminatory access requirements on cable
companies. As cable and telephone service become harder and
harder to distinguish, this provision will help to ensure that labels
derived from past regulatory structures tare
12 not translated into inadvertent, unfair competitive advantages.
Private ownership and control of data transfer platforms could
result in concentrated control of media content. Such control could
lead to abusive interference with content and communication by the
owners themselves. Censorship could be motivated by financial interest or simply the desire to restrict certain viewpoints. Regardless of
the motive involved there could be an adverse affect on the amount of
information available to the public.
The success of programming is based in large part on its ability to
be seen. The costs involved with the production of cable programming or with the operation of a cable network require that a certain
number of subscribers be reached to maintain viability. 1 3 That
number of subscribers is generally known as the "clearance" required
for a successful program or channel launch. TCI, for example, has
sufficient market share to achieve clearance in most cases by carrying
programming on its own systems."1 4 Though TCI denies it, industry
analysts have charged the company with manipulating its market percentage to gain control or financial interest in new channels of pro-

the Free marketplace of Ideas: Recognizing Legal Differences in Computer Bulletin Board
Functions, 16 HASTINGS COMMIENT L.J. 87 (1993).
111. Turner Broadcasting Sys., Inc. v. FCC, - U.S. -, 114 S. Ct. 2445 (1994), vacating
and remanding 819 F. Supp. 32 (D.D.C. 1993), reh'g denied, 115 S. Ct. 30 (1994).
112. The Information Infrastructure Task Force, The National Information Infrastructure: Agenda for Action, Sept. 15, 1993.
113. Chuck Ross, Malone's Vision: Niche Networks, 33 INSIDE TELEVISION DIGEST 5,

Dec. 20, 1993.
114. TCI is the largest cable TV system owner and with its now merged sister company,
Liberty Media, it owns substantial interests in cable networks in every major category. 60
Minutes With the Honorable Janet D. Steiger, Chairman, Federal Trade Commission; Panel
Discussion, ANTITRUST L.J., Sept. 22, 1994, at 77. TCI's ownership of such market power
raises fears that TCI could raise subscription fees for consumers or programming fees for
cable operators, and increase entry barriers into subscription TV distribution. Id.
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gramming. 115 The same concern with clearance will still exist in the
data transfer market.
C.

Universal Service

The universal service mandate refers to the policy of the federal
government to ensure that all of America was wired for telephone
service, in much the same way it ensured that electricity reached all of
America through the Rural Electrification Agency (REA). 116 Since
the break up of the Bell System, however, the concept of universal
service has not been addressed in a significant fashion. The investment in infrastructure and the development of new services leads to
the issue of whether the mandate for universal service needs to be
updated and redefined to incorporate new services.
The Clinton Administration has called on government to expand
the definition of universal service to ensure that information resources
are available to all at affordable prices. 1 7 "Because information
means empowerment-and employment-the government has a duty
to ensure that all Americans have access to the resources and job creation potential of the Information Age.""' 8 It has directed the FCC
and state regulatory agencies to redefine universal service through a
proposed joint federal-state board. 1 9
The most pressing issues concerning universal service are not just
a new definition, but how to pay for it and through what means. The
115. The opening words of Viacom's lawsuit to block QVC Network's rival bid for Paramount vividly describe John C. Malone, CEO of TCI. "'In the American cable industry,
one man has, over the last several years, seized monopoly power. Using bully-boy tactics
...that man has inflicted antitrust injury on ...virtually every American consumer of
cable services and technologies. That man is John C. Malone."' 1993 Year in Review, ADVERTISING AGE, Dec. 20, 1993, at 10.
If significant types and amounts of programming are locked exclusively into TCI's
system, it could frustrate or delay entry into programming and delivery systems by alternative technologies such as cable, telephone companies, and digital broadcast systems. Hearing of the Antitrust, Monopolies and Business Rights Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, Subject: Impact on Telecommunications Mergers, FEDERAL NEWS SERVICE;
Nov. 16, 1993 [hereinafter "Hearing on Antitrust"].
116. A major purpose of the 1934 Communications Act was "to make available, so far
as possible, to all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient, nationwide and worldwide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges
.... Scoville,
.
supra note 14, at 14.
117. When "cable companies move into the phone business," consumers could rank
cable-offered services, including Internet access, as important as basic telephony and demand access to them. Sharon Watson, A World of Opinions on Universal Services, TELEPHONY, Nov. 28, 1994, at 7 (quoting Brian Adamik of the Yankee Group).
118. The Information Infrastructure Task Force, The National Information Infrastructure: Agenda for Action, Sept. 15, 1993.
119. Id.
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Administration has not addressed the manner in which the federal
government will continue to ensure universal access in a marketplace
environment. It has suggested a proportional tax on the members of
the new industry to replace the internal subsidies currently in place.
Telecommunications companies would be required to contribute, but
the FCC would scale payments based on the size of the company as
well as allow exchanges of service instead of direct cash subsidies. 2 °
IV
Some Regulatory Proposals for the Data Transfer
Industry
A data transfer statute should employ a single approach to broadband network based communication and information services. The
regulatory scheme must address the transition to competition in the
emerging marketplace. It must address the issues of content control
and ownership and determine the extent of common carrier status for
these companies. Finally, it must answer the concerns of government
and advocacy groups over the status of universal service and access to
the full range of communication services.
In fashioning such a statute, considerable attention should be
paid to the method in which the separate elements of the eventual
data transfer industry are currently regulated. It is important that the
legislation recognize that the different aspects of data transfer companies be regulated according to their functions. Perhaps the most effective way to do so will be to break down the different parts of a data
transfer company and apply the most effective method of regulation
that was applied to that part alone. 2 ' This will allow for the integration of the different personalities that data transfer companies will
possess in different service areas and provide a regulatory environment that does not impose conflicting demands on the company as a
whole.

120. Id.
121. This idea builds on an approach introduced by Eric Schlachter in Cyberspace, the
Free Market and the Free Marketplace of Ideas: Recognizing Legal Differences in Computer Bulletin Board Functions, 16 HASTINGS COMM/ENT L.J. 87 (1993). Schlachter attempted to break the computer bulletin board into various "pieces" that were more or less
like other traditional forums to analogize them to existing law. Only after this exercise can
we attempt to integrate an effective system of law that adequately deals with all aspects of
such revolutionary new technology. Id.
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Competition

Competition is the primary force that seems to drive the emerging data transfer market. Where it already exists, it has benefited the
communications industry, but the vast majority of the telecommunications and cable industries are dominated by monopolies. 2 2 A significant example of the benefits of competition is the consent decree that
broke up the Bell System, separating AT&T from its Bell Operating
Companies, and spurring competition in areas where there was none.
Further progress came from new market entrants like MCI and Sprint.
This competition brought greater investment in infrastructure, and
12 3
faster progress in technology.
Competition is essential to the growth and development of a full
service data transfer market. It will occur by removing several regulatory and statutory restrictions. The legislative restriction preventing a
telecommunication company providing video services in its own service area must be eliminated. The restrictions on local area telephone
service must be reduced to allow competition across current service
areas. This would also allow cable companies to provide these telecommunications services. As controls on local telecommunications
services are lowered the restrictions on long distance service placed on
the RBOCs should be ended.
On the other side of the convergence phenomenon, telecommunications companies could enter the video services market by enactment
of federal statute and accompanying regulation. The FCC should
evaluate several factors in establishing a time table for this transition.
Regulation should reflect a transitional period to ensure that other
substantial restrictions are also successfully eliminated. The FCC
must consider the effectiveness of efforts to reduce all barriers to an
open data transfer market, but not the relative economic positions of
companies competing in the newly competitive marketplace. The
FCC will likely be given authority to regulate in this area, so it must
overcome its own institutional history and allow the market to determine the public interest. Since the scarcity doctrine does not apply to
broadband based services, there is no justification for the FCC to attempt to control entry to the market under the guise of the "public
interest."

122. See Chesapeake and Potomac Tel. Co. v. United States, 830 F. Supp. 909 (E.D. Va.
1993) (citing Joint Stip. of Facts).
123. See United States v. Western Elec. Co., 993 F.2d 1572 (D.C. Cir. 1993).
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Control and Access

The distinctions used by courts and Congress to determine the
legal status of communications entities are disappearing. The status
retained by a data transfer company will have an impact on several
related legal questions. It will affect the company's ability to control
what is sent over its broadband network, and whether it will have to
provide the use of its "platform" to third parties. The status will determine legal liability for what is sent across the network by end users
beyond the control of the company itself. The potential for liability
will have a tremendous impact on what services such companies
choose to develop.
Should a data transfer company be forced to accommodate itself
to one status or the other or can the different aspects of its network be
separated between the two possibilities? The most obvious distinction
would be to continue the separation between services that involve
two-way communication as opposed to those services that are oneway in nature. Two-way communications, however, can be further
broken down into those that involve one user to one user, one user to
many users, or many users to many users. While one-way communication appears to be primarily within the one-user to many users category, the possibility remains that now unforeseen services will be
developed that are only one-way but fall within a separate subcategory. In addition, it is even more likely that true one-way communication, where the viewer-the receiver-has no opportunity to
respond to what she receives, will fade from view.
The issue of programming viability will continue to depend on
clearance. While the potential for mega-channel systems with
upwards of five hundred channels ensures a much larger platform for
the delivery of programming to the public, control over content may
still be concentrated in the owners of the networks. If the industry is
composed of large corporations that operate systems in multiple markets across the country, then there is the potential for these companies
to attempt to leverage access to any of their systems for an ownership
interest in that programming. This is essentially what TCI has accomplished in the cable industry through its control of roughly a quarter
of the cable subscriber base.124 The Clinton Administration has discussed requiring the owners of the data platform to provide a quarter
of the channel space for other non-affiliated programmers. This pro124. TC has monopoly status for 25% of cable TV viewers and owns or controls more
popular cable programming than any of its competitors. Hearing on Antitrust, supra note
115.
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posal is similar to the leased access channel requirements imposed on
the cable market by the FCC.
While such a requirement might possibly be justified on a transitional temporary basis, it is dubious as a long term solution. In moving to a competitive paradigm that supports a much larger amount of
access, such a broad government regulation is probably unnecessary
to protect the marketplace of ideas and access to distribution of ideas.
The leased channel requirements were imposed on an industry that is
almost a complete monopoly, where every community is primarily
served by one system. In a non-competitive cable market, the system
operator could have effectively kept ideas and expression from being
produced and exhibited independently. In contrast, viable competition in single markets and among larger companies in multiple markets across the country will afford a much greater opportunity for
access. In an environment with open competition, even with an oligopoly, there is no reason to believe that there will be collusion between these companies. 25Such monopolistic behavior would run afoul
of already existing law.1
However, to avoid the uncertainty of antitrust law enforcement
and apply the existing expertise of the FCC, anti-competitive regulations should be established specifically for the data transfer market.
Any one company should not directly or indirectly operate more than
one data transfer network in a geographical market. Second, concentrations of control in the overall national market would be subject to
regulatory limits, much like individual media markets are today.
C. Universal Service

The call for a new definition of universal service is misplaced. It
is one thing to require data transfer companies to bring services to
schools, universities, and hospitals; it is another concept entirely to

argue for the same mandate that drove the expansion of the nation's
phone system to include all potential citizens. It simply will be harder
to implement this concept with a diverse set of competing companies.
There are really two problems with the new competitive data
transfer industry that need to be addressed by government involvement. One is access to the services provided by the upgraded networks. The other involves bringing upgraded infrastructure to all
areas of the nation. Universal access is really about upgrading the
communications infrastructure, allowing all Americans to participate
125. Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1-2 (Supp. 1994). See American Tobacco Co.
v. United States, 328 U.S. 781 (1946) (oligopolistic tobacco companies conspired to fix
prices and exclude competition in violation of Sherman Act §§ I and 2).
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in any new services. Rather than try to contort the concept of universal service to try to make it fit a competitive marketplace, it would be
better to look to a different model for implementation. The FCC
should copy the legislation used to authorize the Rural Electrification
Agency (REA) 126 and its program of providing low interest loans to
subsidize the construction of electrical power systems to rural areas
where it was more difficult to maintain operating profit. The REA is
one of the few federal programs considered a true success.127 In fact,

current criticism directed at the agency is aimed at the agency's 12con8
tinued existence in spite of successful completion of its mission.
The use of long term subsidies should provide the incentive for
data transfer companies to expand into areas they otherwise would
not choose to enter. The further advantage of such an approach is
that it removes the government from an internal role in the dynamics
of the data transfer marketplace. Rather, the government acts only as
an agent in the marketplace.
The other half of the issue involves deciding what services should
be guaranteed to subscribers. The state of the art on the data transfer
platform should change as technology improves and creativity inspires
new services. Instead of determining one definition of universal service, Congress should use a proportional tax on data transfer companies to provide assistance to low income users to pay for services both
Congress and the users decide are useful. This assistance to low income users could then come in the form of tax credits or exemptions
for using various services offered by data transfer. Additionally, subsidies to public facilities such as libraries could provide additional access to data transfer platforms. This approach would allow companies
to continue to experiment with a variety of services and empower all
consumers to access those services they actually want to use.
Any effort to define which services are essential would be selfdefeating. The rapid change in the industry as well as the wide spectrum of services will lead to different individual consumer choices. If
we use the marketplace to improve service and reduce prices, we
should also attempt to make use of the marketplace to ensure wide
access to these services for all Americans. Again, while there will be
resistance to such a tax, an external means of subsidizing universal
service is essential to a functioning marketplace. A tax will explicitly
reveal how much is being spent to subsidize various levels of service
126. Rural Electrification Act of 1936, 7 U.S.C. §§ 901-50aa-1 (1994).
127. MARTIN L. GROSS, THE GOVERNMENT RACKET: WASHINGTON
TO Z 202-04 (1992).
128. Id.
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and provide further information to society in deciding what services
should be provided.
V
Conclusion
The rapid change in both the telecommunication and cable industries is pushing towards a convergence of markets. A comprehensive
regulatory scheme will encourage the transition to the data transfer
industry, and ensure the continued development of advanced communication services. The emergence of competition between companies
providing the full range of existing and potential data transfer services
will provide better communication and information service to the public. Passage of a single act that provides for the basic principles of
open competition among owners of broadband networks will successfully update a significant part of the nation's communications law, and
create the administrative ability to adapt to the rapid pace of technological change.

